
Field service is one of the most critical functions in business, and yet most 
companies are still using manual, outdated ways to manage inventory in 
the field. This is costing time, money, inventory, and customers.  

What do your teams say?

Rethink Your Final 
Mile Inventory
INTELLIGENCE  |  VISIBILITY  |  SECURITY 

38%
of technicians say 
they can’t access 

all the information 
needed

58%
of field service 

professionals say 
top pressure is 
competition in 

service

50%
of FTF failures are 
due to needed or 

missing parts

45%
of field technicians 

say their current tools 
are not fast enough 

Sources: www.timelinxsoftware.com/20-field-service-statistics-you-need-to-know/  
www.kearney.com/digital/article?/a/field-services-races-towards-digital-article



What do you get with ByBox? 
Achieve better first-time fix rates
Without lost or missing parts, your jobs can 
be completed the first time, everytime.

Gain visibility and control inventory
Critical parts are no longer lost or sent to 
the wrong place. Parts are always visible in 
a secure location with tracking in and out.

Optimize inventory
By placing inventory where it’s needed  
and dramatically reducing truck stock.  
You have the parts you need when you 
need them.

Increase customer satisfaction
When you improve your FTF rate and meet 
tight SLAs, you keep your customers happy 
and increase your Net Promoter Score.

Reduce logistics costs
By removing the need for expensive 
premium deliveries and providing a 24/7 
fixed delivery point.

Improve engineer productivity
Eliminating lost or misplace parts and 
ensuring part availability reduces time 
wasted by engineers.

Powerful Integrations 
ByBox integrates with the top field service software providers, including Microsoft 
and Salesforce.  

Are you ready to make a change? 

Take control of your field service inventory and prove you are an industry leader  by 
taking advantage of the only solution that can get your parts closer to the edge of 
service.  

Contact us to learn more today. 

Visit ByBox.com/us/partners 
for more details about our 
partner integrations.
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